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for silica carcinogenesis
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Daniel LN, Ma0 Y, Williams AO, Saffiotti U. Direct interaction between crystalline silica and DNA- a proposed model for
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Crystalline silica in aqueous buffer produced oxygen radicals that mediated in vitro DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid)
strand breakage. The oxidized DNA base, thymine glycol, was also produced. The hydroxyl radical. responsible for
most DNA damage, has a reaction distance of about 15 Angstroms, requiring close contact of silica with DNA. Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy of incubations of quartz particles with DNA showed distinct alterations in both DNA
and quartz spectra and therefore indicated extensive hydrogen bonding between surface silanol groups and the
and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy of alveolar
phosphate-sugar backbone of DNA. Electron ~~licroscopy
epithelial cells in fetal rat lung, exposed to quartz in culture, showed localization of quartz particles in the nuclei and
mitotic spindles. Direct interaction of crystalline silica with DNA may be important in silica carcinogenesis by
anchoring DNA close to sites of free radical production on the silica surface, or by interfering with DNA replication,
repair, or the mitotic process.

Key terms carcinogenesis mechanislns, deoxyribonucleic acid, DNA binding, FRLE cell line, electron n~icroscopy,
infrared spectra, quartz.

Hunlan exposure to crystalline silica particles causes silicosis (1).
Many studies show an increased risk for lung cancer associated
with silicosis (2-5). The carcinogenic activity of quartz in vivo
has been well established by numerous studies in rats (3, 6-13).
In vitro models have also been developed for crystalline silica
toxicity (14, 15) and neoplastic cell transfol.mation (16, 17). The
physicoche11iical basis of these effects has not been established,
however.
Properties of crystalline silica that have been proposed to account for its pathogenicity include the hydrogen bonding ability of
surface silanol groups (1 8), the negative surface charge produced
by ionized surface silanol groups (14), and the generation of oxygen-free radicals at the silica surface (15, 19-22). Crystalline
silica produces damage of DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) in vitro
(19, 20), a mechanism which could be involved in its ability to
induce neoplastic cell transfornlation and carcinogenic effects in
vivo. However, the hydroxyl radical mediating this type of DNA
damage has a reaction distance of approximately 15 Angstroms
(23), less than the width of a DNA helix. Adhesion of DNA to
amorphous silica, such as glass and silica gel, is well known (24).
DNA binding to crystalline silica might also be expected, and this
binding could be important in anchoring DNA close to sites of
free radical production at the surface of crystalline silica particles.
In order to investigate the mechanisms of silica carcinogenicity
through direct DNA damage, we addressed the following major
questions: (i) what is the mechanisln of DNA binding to quartz
and (ii) is quartz able to interact with nuclear material in the

alveolar epithelial cells - the cell of origin for silica-induced lung
carcinomas?

Materials and methods
Silica preparafions. A sample of Min-U-Sil 5 a-quartz (MQZ)
from the Pittsburgh Glass and Sand Co (now US Silica, Berkeley
Springs, West Virginia, United States) was obtained in 1984
through the Illinois Institute of Technology Research Institute (1 9,
25). Chinese standard a-quartz (CSQZ) (26) was obtained from the
Institute of Occupational Medicine, Chinese Academy of Preventive Medicine, Beijing, China. Both samples were characterized for
surface area and binding to Janus Green B (25).
The quartz samples were dried in an oven at 110°C for 24 11
prior to each experiment, suspended in buffer at 20 mg . ~nl-Iand
sonicated for 3 mi11 in a sonicator bath (Branson model 220,
Shelton, Connecticut, United States). The suspensions were diluted
to the desired concentrations and used i~nrnediatelyto ensure homogeneity.
DNA and chemicals. Calf thymus DNA and chemical reagents
were obtained from Sigma (St Louis, Missouri, United States).
Phosphate buffers were treated with Chelex resin (Biorad, Richmond, California, United States) and titrated to pH 7.4 by [nixing
monovalent and divalent stock solutions. One molar stock buffers
were diluted to 5 n1M by adding H,O or D,O. Titration of buffers
containing heavy water (D,O) to pD 7.4 was obtained by adding
the value of 0.45 to the pH meter reading (27).
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Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. The attenuated total
reflectance (ATR) Fourier transfornl infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopic lilethods used were bascd on previously published procedures (28, 29). A single-beam FTS-45 FT-IR spectrophotometer
(Biorad, Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States) was used with
a DTGS detector to obtain spectra (resolution 8 cm-I) at ambient
temperatures. For each sample, 1000 scans were taken. The samples were scanned in a liquid ATR cell (Biorad) using a zinc
selenide (45") crystal. Spectral analysis was linlited to the range of
1800 to 800 cm-I. All the ATR spectra were recorded under nitrogen atmosphere to minimize water vapor interference. Vibrational
signals arising froin buffer components were subtracted from sample spectra according to standard subtraction criteria (30, 3 1). The
effects of DNA-silica coincubation were observed by subtracting
recorded spectra for DNA or silica from the combination spectrum.
In order to obtain correct silica subtraction, distinct silica peaks at
779 and 799 cin -' were used as an internal ilornlalization standard.
The criterion for DNA subtraction was a flat base line in the 1750
to 1200 cm-I range (29).
Transmission FT-IR spectra were obtained in a standard fluid
cell between parallel zinc selenide windows (Perltin-Elmer,
Norwal k, Connecticut, United States).
Cell Cultllre and electron microscopy. The FRLE cell line, derived from fetal rat lung alveolar type I1 cells (32) (which correspond to the cell of origin for silica-induced rat lung adenocarcinoma) was Itindly provided by Dr MA Haralson, Department
of Pathology, Vanderbilt University School of Medicine, Nashville, Tennessee, United States, and further characterized in our
laboratory (33). Cells at passage 39" were plated at 1O4 cells per
50-mm dish in minimal essential meciium (MEM) with 10% fetal
bovine serum. At 24 11 after the plating the niediuill was changed
to an aliquot containing MQZ or CSQZ (dispersed by sonication
immediately before the treatment) at a final concentration of
25 pg . cm-'. For the electron ~iiicroscopy,the cultures at 2, 8, and
26 d after silica exposure were washed, fixed in situ with 1.5%
glutaraldehyde, postfixed in 1% osmium tetroxide, stained with

uranyl acetate, and embedded in pure epoxy resin (LX- 1 12). Thin
sections were cut with dialnond knives parallel and perpendicular
to the cell monolayer. The thin scctions were nlounted on a
formvar fill11 grid and double stained with uranyl acetate and lead
citrate. Sections were exanlined and photographed with a Hitachi
H-7000 electron microscope at 100 kV.
Energy dispersive X-ray analysis. Kevex-ray energy dispcrsive
X-ray (EDX) analysis was made in the STEM (scanning transmission electron microscopy) mode on a Hitachi H-7 100 microscope
operated at 75 ItV (TEM mode) and 10 ItV (SEM mode). A 68"
X-ray takeoff angle detector was used for the silica particle analysis.

Results
Infrared specfroscopy. With the use of transmission FT-IR, consistent peaks were recognizable for DNA (10 mg . inl-') in phosphate buffer (figure 1A) and for quartz in suspension (5 ing . 1111-I)
(figure IB). MQZ showed a major peak at 1088 cin-' with a prominent shoulder peak at 1163 cm-I. Corresponding peaks were seen
at 1095 cin-I and 1161 cm-I for CSQZ (29). Colnbiilation spectra
obtained by quartz-DNA coincubation produced tracings ciominated by the quartz spectrum at the concentrations used. Thesc
tracings were characterized by a narrowing of the illajor peak for
quartz and a shift of approxinlately 9 cm-I (figure 1C). These findings are consistent with a loss of degeneracy in the spectrum due
to silicon-oxygen bond alteration 011 the surface of the silica crystal, presumably as a result of DNA binding to the silanol group.
ATR infrared spectroscopy was performed using 10 mg . n~l-'
DNA in phosphate buffer, combined with 0.2, 1.0, or 5.0
mg . mlk'. The lower silica doses were used in order to increase
the ratio of DNA to silica in the cornbination spectra, which had
been dominated by silica in the transmission spectra. DNA spectra
were obtained which agseed with previously published spectra
(28, 34, 35) (figure 2, dotted lines). When DNA was coincubated
with MQZ, the subtraction spectrum [(DNA+quartz)-quartz]
showed a major shift in the region of 1053 cn-I of the DNA
spectrnni (figure 2, upper panel). Both MQZ and CSQZ produced

Figure 1. Transmission FT-IR spectra in the region near 1000 cm-': A = DNA 10 m g . ml-l, B = MQZ quartz (5 mg . mi-' suspension),G = DNA plus MQZ, Note
the splitting of the broad major peak of MQZ at 1088 cm-' into two narrower peaks at 1204 and 1079 cm-l. The peak at 911 cm-', which appears to be new,
cannot be identified due to strong water absorbance in this region. (Note the different scales of the panels).
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Figure 2. ATR infrared spectra: upper panel = DNA ulus MQZ
quartz, lower panel = DNA plus CSQZ quartz. Note the different
scales of the panels. (----- = DNA alone, -- DNA plus
quartz after subtraction of the quartz spectrum)

Wavenumbers
Figure 3. ATR infrared spectra in D,O: A = DNA (10 mg . ml-I), B = DNA t 0.2 mg . ml-I MQZ quartz, C = DNA
The subtraction factor for normalization is 1.025. (Note the different scales of the Y axes).
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~narked alterations in the ratios of the peaks at 1086 and
1053 cn-I (figure 2). These peaks correspond, respectively, to
symmetric stretching of the P O , in the sugar phosphate backbone
of DNA and to either the phosphodiester or the C - 0 stretch of the
sugar ring (28). Since the region below 1000 cn-I could not be
accurately measured due to water absorbance, spectra were obtained using D20 (figure 3). The spectrum for DNA alone (A) was
compared with the subtraction spectra obtained from DNA mixed
with increasing anlounts of MQZ (B,C,D). The effect of increasing amounts of MQZ on the DNA spectrum is evident, with a
marked increase in the height of the peak at 1086 cm-' and a
progressive loss of the shoulder at 1053 c~n-'.Smaller but significant changes were noted in tlie 1800 to 1500 cn-I region of the
DNA spectrum (29). Band alterations observed at 1688 cnl-' may
indicate a perturbation of the planar base stacking caused by subtle conforniational changes in the DNA helix or by bending of the
DNA duplex as it wraps around bound silica particles (29).
Electron microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray analysis A
thorough search by electron lnicroscopy for silica particles in the
nuclei of FRLE cells, exposed to quartz in culture, revealed that
some cells contained small (< 0.5 pm) particles inside the nuclei
(figure 4). The intranuclear particles were confirmed as silica by
EDX spectrometry (not shown). Quartz particles were also sought
in cells undergoing mitosis and were found in mitotic spindles, although not in intrachrornatinic locations.

Figure 4. lntranuclear quartz particle (arrow) in a nucleus from FRLE cells
exposed to 25 pg . m-2 MQZ quartz and sectioned after 26 d. Note two aggreDiscussion
gates of silica particles in the cytoplasm of the cell. Energy dispersive X-ray
Vibrations arising from different parts of the DNA ~nacromolec~~le spectroscopic analysis of the intranuclear quartz particle revealed distinct
silica peaks (not shown).
correspond to infrared absorptions detectable in different parts of
the spectrum (35). The changes in infrared spectra described in
silica to DNA may also lead to DNA darnage by interfering with
this presentation are consistent with an interaction of silica at the
the
replication, repair, or expression of DNA or by altering the
phosphate backbone of the DNA molecule. The finding that silicamitotic
process.
DNA binding occurs at the phosphate bacltbone suggests that the
The
mutagenicity of crystalline silica needs to be studied in
proximity of the DNA to the particle surface may be important in
appropriate
systems. Hei et a1 (36) have demonstrated the rnutathe induction of strand breaks by silica through hydroxyl radicals
genic activity of asbestos fibers (crocidolite and chrysotile) using
(29). The finding that CSQZ produced more marked effects on the
delea target cell system capable of detecting large rnultiloc~~s
DNA spectrum than MQZ is consistent with the greater surface
Similar
studies
with
silica
have
not
yet
been
conducted.
tions.
area of CSQZ (25). The role of the silanol groups on the quartz
Recent studies by Driscoll et a1 (37) showed that rat lung epithelial
surface in the DNA binding interaction is supported by evidence
cells, harvested from F344 rats 15 months after the instillation of
obtained by pretreating quartz with poly(2-vinylpyridine-N-oxide
crystalline silica at three different dose levels, had mutation fre(PVPNO), a polymer that binds to silanol groups. PVPNO-pret
that were markedly increased in a dosequencies
for the l ~ p rgene
treated quartz did not induce modification of tlie ATR-FT-IR specdependent
manner,
up
to
more than 20 times tlie frequency for
trum of DNA (29).
untreated
controls.
The
evidence
that quartz induced neoplastic
We propose a model for quartz carcinogenesis, based on the
transformation and chromosome aberrations in cells in culture
interaction of quartz particles with DNA. Our present and previ(16, 17) f~lrthersupports the hypothesis that crystalline silica is
ous results (29) indicate that quartz particles bind DNA in vitro by
capable
of producing DNA damage in living cells. We do not
hydrogen bonding of the DNA backbone to surface silanol groups.
know
how
crystalline silica particles come in contact with DNA in
DNA darnage, induced in vitro by crystalline silica, was found to
vivo,
in
spite
of chromatin packaging. Preferential interaction at
be mediated by the formation of oxygen radicals on the silica
sites
of
DNA
unwinding
during transcription is a possible hypothsurface (19). The finding of small quartz particles in the nuclei
esis
requiring
further
investigation.
and mitotic spindles of alveolar epithelial cells exposed in culture
suggests that a direct contact of quartz and nuclear material is
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